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Blind carbon copy email template

WHMCS.Community Using WHMCS Using WHMCS How to BCC on Email Templates WHMCS.Community Using WHMCS How to BCC on Email Templates Allows the sender of a message to hide the person entered into the CCN field by other recipients This article requires additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-insourced material can be disputed and removed.
Find sources: Blind carbon copy - news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (October 2015) Blind carbon copy (abbreviated ccn) allows the sender of a message to hide the person entered in the Bcc field from other recipients. This concept originally applied to paper correspondence and now also applies to email. [1] In certain circumstances, the typist who creates a paper match must ensure that multiple recipients of that
document do not see the names of other recipients. To achieve this, the typeface can: Add names in a second step to each copy, without carbon paper; Copy Circulation Set the ribbon so as not to hit the card, which leaves the names out of the top copy (but can leave impressions on the letter on the paper). With e-mail, the recipients of a message are specified using addresses in one of these three fields: A: Primary Recipients Cc:
Carbon Copy to Secondary Recipients, bcc other stakeholders: Copy blind coal to the tertiary recipients who receive the message. Primary and secondary recipients cannot view tertiary recipients. Depending on your email software, tertiary recipients can only view their email address in Bcc, or they can view the email addresses of all primary and secondary recipients, but they won't see any other tertiary recipients. It is common
practice to use the Bcc field: when addressing a very long list of recipients or a list of recipients who should not (necessarily) get to know each other, for example in mailing lists. [2] Benefits There are a number of reasons to use this feature: Bcc is often used to prevent an accidental Reply All from sending a response intended only for the initiator of the message to the entire recipient list. [3] To send a copy of your correspondence to a
third party (for example, a colleague) when you don't want to let the recipient know that this is being done (or when you don't want the recipient to know the third party's email address, assuming the other recipient is in the To: or Cc: fields). To send a message to multiple parties without any of them knowing the other recipients. This can be achieved by addressing a to themselves and filling in the actual recipients expected in the Bcc
field: . However, this does not guarantee that Bcc addresses: are hidden by other ccns: addresses in all implementations. [quote required] However, in Gmail, you can send a message with only bcc and/or cc:, so directing it to yourself is not always necessary. To prevent the spread of computer viruses, spam and avoiding the accumulation of block-list e-mail addresses available to all Bcc recipients: which often occur in the form of
letter chains. Disadvantages In some cases, the use of copies of carbon cieche can be considered slightly unethical. The original addressee of the mail (A: address) has the impression that the communication is proceeding between the known parties and is knowingly kept in the dark about the other participants in the main communication. A related risk is that with someone's (inadvertent) use of the reply to everyone feature on Bcc, the
original recipient is (inadvertently) informed of this participation. For this reason, in some cases it is better to forward the original email separately. Depending on the particular email software used, the recipient may or may not know that the message was sent via Bcc. In some cases, undisclosed recipients placed in line A: (from the software) show that Bcc was used. In other cases, the message appears identical to the message sent
to an individual recipient. The recipient does not necessarily see the email address (and real name, if any) originally entered in line A: . When it is useful for recipients to know who else received a Bcc message, their real names, but not their email addresses, they can be listed in the body of the message, or a significant name replacement can be placed in the body of the message, such as [To the General Manager and members of the
Remuneration Committee], or [To the whole Bloggs family]. Carbon vs courtesy This section does not mention any sources. Please help improve this section by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-insourced material can be disputed and removed. Find sources: Blind carbon copy - news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (October 2015) (Find out how and when to remove this model message) Bcc's interpretation: as a blind
courtesy copy it is a backronym and not the original meaning; RFC 733 has an explicit blind carbon annotation in its definition of the Bcc header field syntax: . Cc: and Bcc: they mean copy coal and copy blind coal respectively. Sending courtesy copies of mailing list responses also directly to the author or authors of reply messages is a common practice in some lists,[quote required] and corresponds to a new interpretation of Cc: as an
abbreviation of courtesy copy. [doubtful – discuss] References ^ Stout, Chris. DEAR NERD: Blind coals hide addresses. Charleston Gazette (West Virginia, USA). 1998-01-18. page P5B. Record number newsbank 100F35638A890441. Husted, Bill. Bad email habits can be annoying, embarrassing. The Atlanta Journal-Constitution (Georgia, USA). 2009-08-30. page E15. Number by NewsBank 103419444. ^ Boodhoo, Niala; Carey,
Bridget (2009–08–25). Be careful when replying to everyone in email. Miami Herald. pp. C8. NewsBank record number 200908250100KNRIDDERFLMIAMIH_poked-08-25-09. External Links US-CERT Cyber Security Tip ST04-008, Benefits of BCC Recovered from Automatic BCC for Outlook automatically adds a ccn (blind carbon copy) and/or CC address for all outgoing e-mail messages that match the rules you create. How to
create a new autoccn rule To create a new blind coal copy rule, open Automatic Bcc/CC for Microsoft Outlook by clicking its icon in Outlook 2016, 2013, 2010, or by choosing The Main Menu -&gt; Tools -&gt; Automatic Bcc/CC in Outlook 2007. Click the New Rule button or double-click the Rule List area: The Rule Settings dialog box appears. Type the name of the rule in the Rule Name field: Define rule settings: CC and/or CCN all
outgoing e-mail messages in Outlook. CC and/or CCN automatically based on your Outlook account, subject words, or other conditions. Create a new Bcc rule and select the Apply the rule for all outgoing messages in all profiles radio button: Enter your email addresses in the CC or CCN field accordingly: To search for an email address in your Outlook Address Book, click the Select Recipients button: The Select Names: Contacts
window appears: you can enter the spare e-mail address to always have A CCN. Alternatively, you can select the contact you need from the list and click the CC -&gt; or BCC -&gt; button to enter the address in the corresponding field: if the Outlook address book is empty, you can manually add the CC or Copy Blind Carbon recipients by typing their e-mail addresses in the CC or CCN field accordingly. If you want to ccn a distribution
list, simply enter the name of the list instead of an email address. To choose CC recipients, enter the address you need in the CC field at the bottom of the Select Names: Contacts dialog box: If you need to select Blind Copy Recipient, you can enter their address in the Bcc field. If the task is the BCC distribution list, simply enter the list name as the recipient: click the OK button. Tip. You can also use the standard Outlook Search,
Address Book, and Advanced Search options to quickly find and select the email address of the CC or CCN recipient. Create a new .ccn rule for Outlook and select the Apply Rule radio button only if the message meets certain conditions and turn on the Conditions and Exceptions tab: Add CC/CCN addresses to the CC or CCN field accordingly: you can also click the Select Recipients icon to choose the contacts you need from the
Outlook Address Book. Note. if a particular e-mail address is in the to cc or ccn field the blind carbon copy or cc rule for this address does not If you enter the same email address in these fields, the recipient will only dare a copy of the email. You can create a rule by using the following conditions: Account is: Check this condition if you want to ccn automatically based on your Outlook account. Then click the link to a particular account
to display the Select Account dialog box. Choose the email account you need by storing it in the list, and then click OK. The address Sent on behalf of contains: If you want to send CC/BCC Outlook e-mail messages on behalf of a user, select this option and add an address or or as a condition for the CC/CCN rule. When you click the certain words link, the Search Text dialog box appears. Specify the address or part that should be
taken into account when sending a message on behalf of a user in Outlook, click Add -&gt; Ok. The object contains: If you need to automatically send Bcc based on the object's words, select this condition, enter the necessary keyword in the Search Text dialog box, click Add -&gt; Ok. Attachment name contains: If you need to send CC or Blind Carbon copy when a file with a specific name is attached, select this option, type the names
of the attachments in the Specify a word or phrase to search for in the attached name field, click Add -&gt; Ok. A: Contains: You can also use the recipient's address as a condition for the automatic BCC rule. Just select this condition and click the link of certain words. Enter the address of the recipient or their part in Specify a word or phrase... You can use your Outlook Address Book for faster search. If the CC address: contains: Use
this option to create a condition based on the CC recipient. Click the link for certain words to define the address. Enter the CC address or its part in the Specificare una parola or frase field in the Indirizzo Cc:. Tip. You are free to combine conditions according to your needs. Note. All CC/CCN-enabled rules are applied from top to bottom for all outbound Outlook e-mail messages. All messages are checked for duplicates and all
duplicate addresses are reduced. You can view rule details in the Rule Description area in the Automatic Bcc window for Microsoft Outlook: Automatic BCC can be disabled when certain exceptions are met. To set exceptions, navigate to the Exceptions tab of the Rule Properties dialog box. If you want to stop sending CC or CCN copies when you send a message from a particular Outlook email account, select Account is. Then click a
small icon next door to display the Select Account dialog box. Choose the email account you want to store it in the list, and then click OK. All other exceptions listed are easily configured as options on the Set Conditions: Note tab. Please note that if you apply an exception to the BCC rule, none of the conditions will be taken into account and the Blind copy or CC address will not be placed in outgoing email in Outlook. You can change
the .ccn rule, use the Search, Address Book, Advanced Search, disable, and the Bcc rule, change the rule order, delete the rule, enable logging, import, and export automatic BCC rules. How to change the Copy Blind Coal rule in Outlook You can change the existing autoccn rule if necessary: Open AutoCc by clicking its icon in Outlook 2016 - 2010 or go to the Main menu -&gt; Tools -&gt; Auto BCC/CC in Outlook 2007. Select the
required CCN rule from the list and click the Change Rule button on the toolbar. you can also double-click it in the rules list area and the rule settings dialog box appears: make the necessary changes to the rule name and and Ccn rule settings, and then click OK to save your changes. Tip. When you select a rule from the list, the description appears in the following window, just like in standard Outlook rules. You can click on any
automatic BCC condition or address right there to edit it. You can use the standard Outlook Search, Address Book, and Advanced Search options to quickly find and select the email address of the cc or ccn recipient of the rule. Search When selecting CC/CCN recipients, you can use the standard search option that makes it easy to find email addresses by typing the name or part of it: using Microsoft Outlook search, you can search by
name only or use the More Columns option: to search by name, select the Name Only radio button and enter the name you're looking for or a part of it. To search for a name using other information, such as title or location, click More Columns and enter the information. Then each of the included columns will be searched. Click Go next to the Search field, and you'll see the names and addresses found. Click the row with the name and
press the CC button if you want to add it to the CC recipients. This will press the CCN button in the Select Names: Contacts window to select the address as outlook blind copy receiver. The Address Book is a collection of address books or address lists. You can use it to search for and select names, email addresses, and distribution lists for the autoccn rule: Click the arrow next to the Address Book field to display an address book
drop-down list and select the arrow where you want to search for CCN addresses. You'll see the contact list in the address list windows. Click the address you need and press the CC button if you want to add it to the CC recipients. Press the CCN button in the Select Names: Contacts window to select the address as the BCC receiver of the Outlook rule. If you know that the address you want to add to the CC or CCN fields contains
some particular words or information, you can benefit from the Advanced Search option to quickly get the name or address you need. Click the Advanced Search option in the Select Names: Contacts window, and the Find: Type the name part you need dialog box appears in the Find Names field that contains: . Outlook items found will be found in the Addresses and Names areas found in the Select Names: Contacts window. Click the
address you need and press the CC button if you want to add it to the CC recipients. Press the CCN button in the Select Names: Contacts window to select the address as Blind Carbon Copy. Open Automatic Bcc for Outlook. Locate the .ccn rule that you want to disable, click it in the list, and clear the check box next to this rule. When you need to enable the rule, you must select the check box on the left: Click OK to save your
changes. You can view all outlook cc and bcc rules created in the Adjust area in the Automatic Bcc window. If you have more than one blind copy or CC rule, they will be applied from top to bottom in the order displayed. If you need to change the order, you can use Move Up and Move Down options: Open Automatic Bcc. Select the required rule from the list and click the Delete button on the toolbar or delete key on the keyboard: Click
OK to save your changes. For diagnostic purposes, Automatic BCC for Outlook contains an option that triggers the add-in's work logging. This way you will always be able to see the BCC rules that have been applied to your emails. To enable logging, click the Options icon: The Options dialog box appears. Select the Enable logging check box: To turn off logging, clear this option. If you want to review the log file with the latest sessions,
simply click the View Log Files link in the window. You can import and export BCC rules to back up or share with colleagues. Сlick in the Options icon in the AutoCc window: If you want to save the rules, click the Export Rules button and select the destination you need. To import rules, press Import Rules and search for their location: You can be notified each time the CC or CCN copy is sent. Сlick the Options icon. Check the Enable
notifications check box and select the option you need: Show a notification with the addresses added Each time you add a CC/CCN, you'll see the desktop notification with the email addresses copied: Show a confirmation dialog box to control the addition of CC/CCN Benefit from this option if you want to cancel adding CC or CCN. Clicking Send will dare a confirmation dialog box with the rule name, CC/CCN addresses, and buttons
that confirm the copy or send without adding CC/CCN: Administration Tool is a free utility that you get with Auto BCC/CC for Outlook. This tool allows you to: protect automatic BCC rules from change using a password. Hide the AutoCc menu item from the Microsoft Outlook 2007 Outlook menu or add-in icon from the Ablebits.com ribbon in Outlook 2010-2016, so employees can't view or edit user-set email BCC rules. To access the
Administration tool, navigate to: C:\Users\%USERNAME%\AppData\Roaming\Add-in Express\Auto BCC for Microsoft Outlook and run the AdminAutoBCC application. Note. If you are using the Outlook add-in collection, the Administration tool is located at: C:\Program Files (x86)\Ablebits\Add-ins Collection for Microsoft Outlook\[Timestamp]. Click the AdminAutoBCC icon and the Enter Password dialog box appears. Type the default
password, or the word password (lowercase letters). Click OK. The Settings dialog box appears in the Automatic Bcc tool for Outlook Administration: If you need to remove access to the add-in from Outlook, clear the View option in Outlook. It will hide the AutoCc menu item (in Microsoft Outlook 2007) or the Rules icon (in Outlook 2016 - 2010) so that hidden copies of outgoing e-mail messages will be sent automatically. You can leave
the add-in visible in Outlook, but prevent the employee from making changes to automatic BCC rules by checking the Block in Outlook check box. You can also change your password. Password. Do so, enter a new password in the New Password field, and then enter it again in the Confirm Password field and press OK to save your changes. Changes.
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